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1. Introduction. Let P denote the class of functions which are regular

and satisfy Re /' (z) > 0 for | z \ < 1 and are normalized by /(0) = 0 and /' (0) = 1.

This paper develops some properties of functions in P.

An early consideration of functions satisfying the condition Re/'(z)>0

can be found in a paper by J. W. Alexander [l, p. 18]. He proves: if f(z) is

regular in \z\ <1 and f'(z) "maps \z\ <1 upon a region contained within a

half-plane bounded by a straight line through the origin" then/(2) is schlicht

for \z\ <1.
J. Wolff [ll] showed that/(z) is schlicht in Re z>0 if it is regular there

and satisfies Re/'(z)>0. K. Noshiro [6, p. 151 ] and S. Warschawski [10,

p. 312] each demonstrated that Re/'(z)>0 is a sufficient condition for the

schlichtness of f(z) in any convex domain.

Conversely, S. R. Tims [9] proved that for each simply connected non-

convex domain D there is a function/(z) regular in D such that Re/'(z)>0

and f(z) is not schlicht in D. This result is a particular consequence of some

more general theorems contained in a paper by F. Herzog and G. Piranian

[2]. They determine both necessary and sufficient conditions for a domain

D—not necessarily simply connected—to have the property that every func-

tion regular and satisfying Re/'(z)>0 in D is schlicht there.

A more general class of functions than those satisfying Re/'(z)>0 is

the class of close-to-convex functions. W. Kaplan [3] calls a function f(z)

close-to-convex in |z| <1 providing there is a function g(z) analytic, schlicht

and convex in \z\ <1 for which Re{/'(z)/g'(z)} >0. Each function close-to-

convex in \z\ <1 is schlicht there.

Because of Alexander's result each function in P is schlicht in \z\ <1.

Functions in Pean be constructed by integrating functions g(z) = I+&1Z+ • • •

which satisfy Reg(z)>0 for \z\ <1. The function/(z) = —z —2 log (1—z) is

in P for its derivative if f'(z) = (l+z)/(l— z) and w=(l+z)/(l—z) maps

\z\ <1 onto Re w>0.

2. Distortion theorems. The following lemma contains results due to

C. Caratheodory. A proof can be found in [7, Vol. 1, Problem 235, p. 129, and

Vol. 1, Problem 287, p. 140].

Lemma. If g(z) = l+ Sn-i onzn is regular in \z\ <1 and Re g(z)>0 then
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16.| £2fom>l, |g(z)| ^(1 + |«| )/(l- \z\ ),and Reg(z) fc(l- |2| )/(14-|*| ).

This lemma has similar forms without the normalization g(0) = l. For

example, |&„| sS2|&o| if b0 = g(0).

Theorem 1. If f(z)=z+ 32n-i anznER then

i     i        2
(1) | a„ |   Ú —      for n = 2, 3, • • • ,

n

14- \z\
(2) /'(*)    Ú

(3) Re/'(*) 2: *i+i«r
(4) |/(a) |   ^ — |*|   -21og(l-  \z\),

(5) |/(*)|   £ - |s|  +21og(l+ |2|).

Proof. Since Re/'(£)>0 the estimates (1), (2), and (3) are immediate

consequences of the lemma where g(z) =f'(z).

Using (2) and (3) we can arrive at (4) and (5) by integration, as follows.

/(*) =  ('f'(c)da   f *f'(te<*)e«dt,
Jo Jo

\f(z)\   è \f'(te«)\dfZ  I-dt=- |s|   -21og(l- |*|),
J o J o      1 — t

\f(z) |   2:  f ' Ref'(te«)dt 2:  f ' -f—dt - - | *|  + 2 Iog(l + | *| ).

This proves the theorem. By considering the function/(z) = —z —21og(l —z)

= z-f- 22^-2 (2/n)zn one can show that all estimates of this theorem are sharp.

The next result follows from estimate (5).

Corollary. Each function in R maps | z [ < 1 onto a domain which covers

the disc | w\ <2 log 2 — 1.

3. The radius of convexity.

Theorem 2. Each function in R maps \z\ <21/2 —1 onto a convex domain.

Proof. Suppose that giz) is regular for \z\ <1 and Reg(*)>0. Let <r be

any complex number such that |<r| <1. The function G(z) = giiz+<r)/il+¡rz))

= g(<r)4-g'(<r)(l|(r| 2)z4- • • • is regular for |zj <1 and ReG(z)>0. Accord-

ingly, if Giz)-bo+biz+ ■ ■ ■ then |6i|á2|&0|. This gives |g'(<r)/g(<r)|

*2/(l- | a\2).

Applying this inequality to g(z)=/'(z) where/(z)£E gives |/"(z)//'(z)|
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g2/(l-|z|2).Then, Re{z/"(s)//'(z)}^-2|z|/(l-|z|2).

Now, /(z) maps \z\ <r onto a convex domain is equivalent to the condi-

tion Rej"[z/"(z)//'(z)] + l}>0 for \z\ <r [7, Vol. 1, Problem 108, p. 105].

Hence, the image domain is convex for/(z)£P if —2|z|/(l —|z| 2) + l>0,

i.e., if \z\ <2"2-l.

For the function f(z)=-z-2 log (1-z) we have [z/"(z)//'(z)] + l

= ( 1 + 2z — z2) / ( 1 — z2) and this last expression vanishes for z = 1 — 21 '2. Hence,

this function maps no circle \z\ <r larger than \z\ <21/2—1 onto a convex

domain.

Theorem 3. 7//(z)=z+a2Z2 + • • • is regular in \z\ <1 and Re{/(z)/z}

>0 then f(z) is schlicht in \z\ <21/2—1.

Proof. Let g(z) =f(z)/z. Then since Re g(z) >0 the estimate deduced early

in the proof of Theorem 2 gives | g'(z)/g(z) | Ú2/(1 — | z|2). We have the rela-

tion zf'(z)/f(z) = 1 + [zg'(z)/g(z) ]. Thus,

Re-i^-^4 > 1
I f(z) / ~

zg'(z)

g(z)

2\z\ 1
> 1 -

1 -    z 2 1 -

The last expression is positive if \z\ <21/2—1. Thus, for \z\ <21/2 —1 we

have Re{z/'(z)//(z)} >0. However, the condition Re{z/'(z)//(z)} >0 is suffi-

cient for the schlichtness of/(z) in \z\ <r [7, Vol. 1, Problem 109, p. 105].

The function f(z) = (z-f-z2)/(l —z) satisfies Re{/(z)/z}>0 for |z| <1 and

its derivative vanishes at z=l —21/2. Thus, this function is not schlicht in

any circle \z\ <r larger than \z\ <21/2 —1.

4. Schlichtness of the partial sums. It is of interest to determine to

what extent a given property of a power series is carried over to its partial

sums. G. Szegö [8] has shown that all of the partial sums of a function

schlicht in \z\ < 1 are schlicht in \z\ < 1/4. For the functions in R we can im-

prove 1/4 to 1/2.

Theorem 4. If f(z) =z+ Z"-2 anz"ER and fn(z) = z+a2z2+ ■ ■ ■ +a„zn

then fn(z) is schlicht in \z\ < 1/2 for re = 2, 3, • • • .

Proof. Suppose that g(z) = 1+ X^°=i b„zn is regular for | z\ <1 and Re g(z)

>0. Let 5„(z) = l+èiz-|- ■ • • +bnzn. We will prove that Re5„(z)>0 for

\z\ <l/2. From this the theorem follows. For, if we let g(z)=f'(z) then

sn(z) =fú (z) and then Re/„' (z) >0 for | z\ <l/2. However, this is a sufficient

condition for the schlichtness of/n(z) in \z\ <l/2.

Let rn(z)=g(z)—sn(z).

rn(z) I   = ¿ bkZ
=n+l

=   E   \bkZk\  Ú   Z  21
k—n+l t—n+1

2 | z\"+l

1- Izl

Since Reg(z)>0 we have Re g(z) ^(1- \z\ )/(l + |z| ).
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1-1*1      2 I z|"+1
Re Sniz) 2: Re g(z) -  | rn(«)

14- |z|      1-  |*|

If | s| = 1 /2 and n 2:3 this last estimate yields Re sn(*) 2:1 /3 — 1 /4> 0. Since

Re s„(z) is harmonic it assumes its minimum for \z\ ^r on \z\ =r. Therefore,

we have shown that Re s„(z)>0 in \z\ <l/2 for w2:3.

For the case n= 1 we have Re Si(z) 2:1 — | &iz| 2:1 —2|z|. Thus, Re Si(z)>0

in |s| <l/2.

Finally, we consider m = 2. First we find a relation between bi and b2. The

function G(z) = (g(z) — l)/(g(z)-f-l) is regular in \z\ <1, G(0)=0, and

| Giz) | < 1. Thus, the function 77(z) = Giz)/z is regular in | z\ < 1 and | 77(z) |

5£1. For such functions 77(z) =c0-|-ciz4- • • • we have \ci\ ^1 — |c0|2 [5,

p. 172, Problem 9]. Here, 77(z) = (bi/2)+((2bi-b\)/\)z + • • • . This gives

the result |262-&i| á4-|&i|2.

Let c = 2bi-b\,  |z|^l/2, biz = a+iß, c1'2z = y+iô. Then, 52(z) = l+&iz

4-(c/2)*24-(ôï/2)z2.

Re j2(z) = 1 4- a + iy2/2) - (52/2) 4- ia2/2) - (ß2/2)

= 1 + a + ia2/2) - iß2/2) + (y2/2) - (1/2) ( \cz2\   - y2)

2: 1 + a + ia2/2) - iß2/2) + (72/2) - (1/2)(1 - (1/4) \b\\   - T2)

2: 1 4- a + ia2/2) - (^2/2) + ry/2) - (1/2) (1 - a2 - ß2 - y2)

= (1/2) 4- a + a2 + y2

2: (1/2) 4- a + a2 2: 1/4 > 0.

5. Further extremal properties of/(z) = — z —2 log (1 — z).

Theorem 5. Suppose 0 <r < 1. The area of the image of \z\ <r for functions

in R is maximal for /(z) = — * —2 log (1 — z). This function also maximizes the

length of the image of \z\ =r for the class R.

Proof. Suppose that /(z) =z-(- 32ñ-2 anz"ER. Let ATif) denote the area

of the image of \z\ <r under /(z).

Aril) = f   f   \f'iz)\2dxdy

=  Í    f * \f'ite*)\2d<ptdt
J o J 0

= tr\r2+ 32n\an\2r2\
\ n-=2 )

gfjr!+ 32 »(2/»)V24
\ n=2 J

= Arifo)    where   /0(z) = - z - 2 log(l — *).
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There is another proof of this part of the theorem and the idea involved

gives a short proof of the rest of the theorem. This is concerned with the prin-

ciple of subordination.

Suppose that G(z) is regular and schlicht in \z\ <1 and maps \z\ <1 onto

the domain G. Let g(z) he regular in \z\ <1 and assume values all of which lie

in G. Also, suppose that g(0) = G(0). g(z) is called subordinate to G(z) in

|z|<l.

If f(z)ER then/'(z) is subordinate to w= (l+z)/(l—z). This function is

the derivative of/0(z) = — z —2 log (1— z).

J. E. Littlewood [4, p. 484, Theorem 2] has shown that if g(z) is subordi-

nate to G(z) in \z\ <1 then for any k>0

/» 2* /» 2x
| g(re^) \kd<p ̂   I      [ G(re'*) \kdd>.

n J a

Applying this inequality for k = 2 to the derivative of functions in P leads

to a second proof of the first half of the theorem. Similarly applying this

estimate for k= 1 proves the second part of the theorem, as follows. Suppose

that f(z)ER- Let Lr(f) denote the length of the image of \z\ =r under/(z).

UJ) =  f ' |/'("*) | rd* g  f 'l/oC'«*) I "H - ^(/o).
J 0 «^ 0

6. Functions with initial zero coefficients.

Theorem 6. 7//(z)=z+öAz*+a*+iz*+1-l- • ■ ■ ER then

(1) |/'(*)|   =

(2) Re/'(x) ^

«¡-i

1 -

1 -

1+2

r'2' i + ¿*_1
(3) l/(z)l =        :—— áí»

«'o      1

(4) l/W >fMi
Jo      1 -I-Í*-1

Proof. Suppose that g(z) = l+6*z*+ • • • is regular and satisfies Re g(z)

>0 for |z| <1. Then G(z) = (l-g(z))/(l+g(z)) is regular for |z| <1 and

| G(z)\ <1. Also, G(z) has a zero at z = 0 of order at least k. Thus, according

to the form of Schwarz's lemma for this situation we have | G(z) \ ^ | z\k. By

considering g(z) as a function of G(z) this inequality implies that g(z) assumes

values which lie in the closed disc with center at (l + |z| 2*)/(l— \z\2k) and

with radius 2|z| 2k/(l— \z\2k). From this we can infer the estimates |g(z)|
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á(14-|z|*)/(l-|z|*), Reg(z)2:(l-|z|*)/(14-|z|*). Applying these results

to/'(z) gives (1) and (2).

The inequalities (3) and (4) follow from (1) and (2), respectively, by

integration. This is similar to the proof of Theorem 1.

If, in particular, we apply Theorem 6 to functions in E for which a2 = 0

we obtain from (3) and (4) the following: — \z\ 4-(2/|z|) Arctan \z\ á|/(z)|

^ — |z| 4-log((14-|s| )/(l —|z| )). From the lower bound we can infer the

next result.

Corollary. If f(z)ER and f"(0) = 0 then the image domain covers the disc

\w\ <(tt/2)-L

If f(z) = z + akzk + ■ • • E R then f'(z) is subordinate to

w=(l+zk~l)/(l—zk~1). By means of Littlewood's inequalities we can argue

similarly as in Theorem 5 to deduce the next theorem.

Theorem 7. Suppose that 0<r<l, fk(z) =Jl(\+ak-l)/(\-ak~l)da. The

area of the image of \z\ <r for functions f(z) —z+akzk+ • • • in Ris maximal

for fk(z). Also, fk(z) maximizes the length of the image of \z\ —r for all such

functions.
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